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Q1: PRC land-based air on Taiwan cannot attack Okinawa? 

A1: Correct, they cannot. It’s a question of logistics and required long-term prep in-place. Okinawa has a long-prepared and dense air defense network, plus it's either at maximum distance or too far for many of the creaking fighters (F-6s, F-7s etc) the PRC operates.

Q2. The only air-ground action in the game by land-based air is the Taiwan strike from the PRC? 

A2. No, the Ops are meant to be carefully read. Unless specified, units in an area being attacked are not banned from combat in that area. Thus, for example, Op # 5 reflects this is the only occasion where Tactical air can attack across a sea zone AND into a land zone - two zones - we're talking a 'range' thing here, reflecting that Taiwan is only about 100 miles from mainland China and, naturally, the entire PRC air force has long prepared for such operations. Attacks by tactical air the opposite way aren't provided for due to recognition of the extremely intense air defense in central China. 

The following Ops also allow some action involving Tactical air, either as attacker or defender: Op 10, Op 11, Op 12, Op 13, Op 14, Op 15, Op 16(see Op 10 -Interception), Op 17 (specifically for Tac ops vs naval), Op 17 (long range bombers against any unit, including Tac air), and Op 20. Op 19 specifies that only attacking land and naval units (i.e. carriers and other ships/subs with land factors - no land based air!) can participate on the attacker side. This does not explicitly exclude DEFENDING air units in the invaded area from fighting on defenders' side. 

Q3. I take it you use a six-sided die for combat? And if so, where does it say that in the rules? 

A3. 2.1 Components, last line: "Players will need to provide themselves with a standard six-sided die to resolve combat and other probabilistic events during play."

Q4. Concerning Operation 5, when the PRC jets arrived over Taiwan this set off a normal combat. So, when I did that combat, all of the planes on both sides were involved, but I also included the five remaining air assault and airborne PRC land units that had air assaulted earlier in the game, and the Taiwanese Infantry that survived the air assault, and finally the Taiwanese SAG (at +1 to hit per Rule 9.6). So my question is did I do this properly? 

A4. OK, lets visit Op 5 (PRC air attack on Taiwan) and Rule 10 (combat); Op 5 first - "8.7 Op. No. 5: Launch and out-and-back aircraft raid from Central China to Taiwan. This action may be conducted only by the Chinese player, and he may do so any number of times per game. To do so he takes one, some, or all of the non-LR aircraft he has based in Central China at that time and temporarily moves them to Taiwan. He must then use those aircraft in a normal (and otherwise unsupported) attack on the enemy units located there. At the conclusion of that attack’s resolution (including normal return-fires), all surviving Chinese aircraft are moved back to Central China." 

The key sentence is: "He must then use those aircraft in an normal (and otherwise unsupported) attack on the enemy units located there." KEY WORDING: (and otherwise unsupported). 

This means that on the PRC side, ONLY the air units can attack. They can attack land units, or air units, or naval units, or all three - the wording is not specific as to what they may attack. Note: the PRC has no Anti-sub combat factors on any of it's aircraft, so submarines may not be attacked by their air units. The Allies do have a few a/c with anti-sub capability and therefore can attack subs with those air.

As for what can fire back, that is covered in 10.2: "In each combat, a participating unit may fire at any one opposing unit. In turn, each of your firing units may be fired at by one or more opposing units in that same battle. In general, it’s impossible for either player to withhold units from participating in a battle going on within its zone or area; however, note the important exception described below in rule 10.4." 

So, ANY Allied unit on Taiwan with an anti-air capability can fire back at the PRC air units involved. The key to understanding this is the wording "opposing units in that same battle," which means, in the Allied case, the attacking PRC air units. It being an air attack, any Allied unit with an AA factor can be used to fire back. 

Rule 10.4 covers the special “protected target” status given to CVNs and transporting land units/amphibs. Before any protected targets are attacked, all escorting surface action groups must first be placed under attack.

Q5. What are the B-2s good for?

A5. the B-2s can be used for: 

1. Besides attacking ground units, they have really excellent anti-surface ship factors. 

2. As long as two B-2s are available, the PRC player must accompany any single land unit/amph sent to sea with at least two SAGs to prevent being sunk before reaching the invasion destination. That potentially closes some vital, hard-to-cover gaps in the US defenses. 

3. They are nice to soften up objectives for re-invasion, such as the Spratleys, any of the small objectives, and Taiwan. 

4. You’re right not to commit them where there are a lot of PRC-side units with AA factors. With six such units, the probability of eliminating a B-2 seems quite high and they’re just too precious. 

Two other things while we're talking air units. First, he US can use CVNs and American fighter units to intercept using Op 10. Interceptions can be made in an adjacent area - for example, aircraft on Okinawa can intercept Op 16 rebasing or Op 18 LR mission PRC-side aircraft in the Taiwan Strait, Yellow Sea, East China Sea, etc. CVNs in the Yellow Sea can intercept Op 16/18 units in Northern China and, after the Korean War starts, Korea. Further, aircraft/CVNs from more than one base/in-range area can be used in a given Op 10, providing all are sent to one in-range area.   Second, it's scattered around through the rules, but the fact is the US player gets a free shot here; the PRC-side can never fire back. If used adroitly (that is, against air groups where losses are going to hurt future PRC operations) it is possible to seriously whittle PRC air strength over time.

Q6. Does bringing Russia in count as the first time they are used for 4.3, or only when they perform an action that results in combat? 

A6. The action bringing in the Russians doesn’t count, but every action thereafter, whether resulting in combat or not, does: "Each time Russian forces are used to perform an action—other than the first time—the Chinese player rolls a die at the completion of that action." 

Q7. I assume the one PRC para labeled 'Needs Amph,' like armor, really should be labeled “Special Move.” 

A7. Correct. Unit-counter errata is listed in the eRules. 

Q8. Can the PRC paras and the air assault move “at sea” like other light units, or only by their special airborne assault? 

A8. Yes, being light units they can go to sea. An argument might be made, though, that this is a waste of their special capabilities. 

Q9. Are there modifiers for invasion/airborne assault, or are they the same as for ground-on-ground combat? 

A9. Same - and there are no modifiers for ground-ground combat. 

Q10. What does “unsupported” mean with regard to combat? For example, in Op #5 where it says “otherwise unsupported”? 

A10. Regarding Op 5, it specifically means only the PRC air units can attack. No PRC ground or naval units can take part in that operation. The Allied side is, however, free of that “unsupported” restriction, and so may fire back using land units, air units, and/or naval units with anti-air capability. 

Q11. Shouldn't the Philippines and Singapore random event chits read 'Philippines / Singapore IN' - not 'OUT' as they start the game out? 

A11. It would be more in congress with other markers, true, but it works either way. They’re just memory aids 

Q12. Where is the “Australia Out marker”? 

A12. Australia isn’t on the map. If Australia leaves the war, simply remove those units from the game. 

Q13. Where do the US/Allied off-map bases units enter the map? 

A14. Any east-edge sea area. Air units can use rebasing (Op 16) or LR bomber attack (Op 18) to enter. Air-portable light units can use airlift (Op 7). Note this doesn’t affect British entry, which may be via Singapore or the Marianas. 

Q14. Random events 6-4, 6-5 and 6-6 : do you only kill units that are on land/port, or can you kill something at sea? Are US CVNs vulnerable to this? 

A14. Kill anywhere and, yes, CVN are vulnerable. 

Q15. What happens to the Taiwan sub when Taiwan is overrun? Can it go to Okinawa or is it destroyed? 

A15. Destroyed. 

Q16. Why can’t the Americans intercept Op 4 using Op 10. For instance, what if an American CVN is in the East China Sea or even the Straits of Taiwan? Is it a game play issue, or does it have to do with the nature of the PRC air force? Just curious. 

A16. Both. Neither side would actually have air superiority over the Taiwan Strait early in the war. The PRC has enormous air defense networks - SAMs, radars, interceptors. That, combined with the fact they would be using relatively light, fast moving small units to make the insertion across a strait of only 90 odd miles, gives them a leg up on success. We felt such an operation would succeed fairly easily.

Q17. On amphibious invasions the land units go ashore and fight, and the naval units don't go ashore but may fight from the sea area, but what about an Amph unit? Does it go ashore with the land units or remain at sea? 

A17. It remains at sea. The “amphibious” unit represents surface naval vessels. It does NOT go ashore along with the land units it delivers. 

Q18. Say three units attack five units: the three attackers pick their targets and, in turn, the three targets return fire. Can the two non-targets fire at any attacker of their choice? 

A18. Correct, they can pick and choose what to fire at.

Q19. Does diagonal movement allow sea movement from Java Sea to Celebes Sea? 

A19. No direct movement is possible between the Java and Celebes Seas. 

Q20. When attacking land from a sea area with naval units, are all naval units in the attacking area subject to return fire, or only those that attack? 

A20. The latter.

Q21. Can B-2s rebase? Can they intercept? 

A21. They can only base in the Holding Box. There is not, therefore, any possibility of them intercepting.

Q22. Regarding Interception, I assume it works like this: 

0) China rolls for RE. 

1) China launches either a rebase or LR air mission, and declares through which zones it is moving. 

2) US force intercepts, same or adjacent zone, fires once per air unit, no return fire, counts as an OP. 

3) China completes mission if air units remain alive. 

4) US rolls for random events, but then conducts no OP, as it was used in step 2. 

A22. All correct, including 'no return fire.’

Q23 I assume diagonal movement doesn’t apply to leaving a port/land area; thus you cannot move from Southern China to Taiwan straights, etc. 

A23. Correct. You must first use Op 12 to leave land into the South China Sea, then a different Op to go to the Taiwan Straits. 

Q24. Are the amphibious markers on the map relative to sea zones, or do they indicate the land area can be invaded from any adjacent sea area? 

A24. Correct. 

Q25. After an invasion, say, of Borneo, can land units push out to sea in any direction, or do you have to use the specific "coast" upon which they landed? 

A25. Any direction. As the game doesn’t distinguish among landings in Brunei, Sarawak, Sabah or Kalimantan, this could be possible. Remember: “bases” and “areas susceptible to invasion” don’t represent specific cities or areas but, rather, all of them in the area. Exception - Singapore, as it's sole city on it's island. No difference in rules though. 

Q26 Likewise North Korea is explicit in the rules as having two coasts. But what about Malaya? Borneo? Do they have two or more coasts? 

A26. Malaya - yes. Borneo - no (see 25 above). 

Q27. Or does the above not matter because once ashore, there is no port, and the land units cannot push out to sea once again. 

A27. Bases, represented in the game by port symbols, are required to base aircraft, for the US to air transport units to and from, or for the US to repair CVN there. Ships and land units may still leave from “areas susceptible to amphibious invasion.”

Q28. Can the US also intercept an Op 17 (aircraft vs naval) in the same way? I know that it isn't listed in the rules, but it seems to be a similar situation... 

A28. Answer - no, only Ops 16 and 18 can be intercepted.

Q29. So, the only added bonus of an anchor symbol, which means aero-naval, is that you can put air units there (second paragraph 7.10), and/or the US can air transport there, if controlled, or, if controlled prior to being contested. 

A29. That, and repair CVN. There are also unlimited stacking capabilities except on Okinawa. 

Q30. If all land units mutually eliminate each other in battle. Result: neutrality. It does NOT revert back to the original controller, even though while contested a base is still usable by the prior controller. And so you could not air transport into such an aero-naval space after it reverted to neutrality, as you aren't contesting it or controlling it? 

A30. Yes. 

Q31. The one Chinese land unit that can stack in the Spratleys gets eliminated by a B-2 strike. Result: neutrality, since no land unit currently controls the Spratleys. 

A31. Yes.

Q32. We were not clear on exactly how interceptions work if the carriers are in the target zone - do they do the interception, and then take part in the combat? 

A32. The CVNs (not CVLs!) and any in-range land based tactical air do the interceptions PROVIDED the PRC Op was 16 (rebasing) or 18 (long range bomber attack); no other ops involving air may be intercepted. In either case, the intercepting units fire while the PRC may not fire back. 

Q33. When attacking, presumably you pick your targets and line them up accordingly - so does the defender only get to shoot back at those units, or can it shoot back at any one unit attacking it? 

A33. The defender can fire back with all units (sunk or afloat) at any attacking unit, EXCEPT in situations where CVN or AMPH were attacking AND there are sufficient escorting units that the defender doesn't have enough units to fire at the escorts AND the CVN/AMPH. 

Q34. So, can you screen good units with crappy units by having them lead the attack? 

A34. No - as long as the current attacker can make at least one attack against each escort and has unit or units left over, he can still fire at escorted units. If he doesn't have enough to cover all the escorts, he can still attack any escort (or sub!) he desires.

Q35. Ok, so as a concept – if intercepting LR bombers, you place the carriers are risk – since, if they’re screened, the attacking LR bombers would have to attack the SAGs first? So one would only intercept if there was a reasonably good chance that there would be no LR bombers remaining to attack the carriers?

A35. No - remember, the LRBs CANNOT FIRE BACK immediately at an interception operation. Surviving LRBs go on and carry out the LRB strike, assumedly with fewer aircraft. They must still attack all escorts first. Thus, interception is typically an excellent defense against LRB attack, and the PRC LRBs completing their Op STILL must attack each escort first before assigning any to attack CVNs or Amphs.  There is therefore no immediate risk to the carriers. There MAY be risk later, as you're using up the US Op for the cycle, which may preclude the CVNs from fleeing to safer waters.   

Q36. I only ask as he massed the LR Russian and LR Chinese fleet for a joint strike on my surface fleet, and I threw the carriers in to intercept, but with only four carriers, five bombers remained and sank a carrier and damaged another. Whereas, had I not intercepted, he would have had to attack my SAGs instead, is that correct?   

A36. No. Recall the last sentence of 7.9 Russian Restrictions, which says: "Russian units may never be combined into actions containing North Korean or Chinese units."   So flying both Russian and PRC LRBs on same Op is forbidden.

Q37, A Chinese force, that previously put to sea in the Taiwan Strait, uses Op 19 to invade Taiwan. Accompanying naval forces can be used in the ensuing battle, alongside the landing ground forces. All US & Allied forces in the Taiwan land area, including naval and air, are subject to attack and may return fire. 

A37. Yes, but you don’t have to move escorting naval elements onto Taiwan. Only the Amph unit needs to move there to deliver the heavy units. 

Q38, Chinese ground forces land automatically and immediately; they’re not subject to return fire as if "At Sea" or aboard the amphibious ships. In other words, they are attacked using the Anti-Ground hit number, not the Anti-Surface Ship number. 

A38. Correct. 

Q39. Chinese naval forces that participate in the amphibious landing battle are considered to be within the Taiwan land area. When US & Allied forces return fire, they benefit from the "Naval Vessels in Land Areas" hit number modifier. 

A39. Correct. 

Q40. Chinese naval forces that participated in the amphibious landing battle remain within the Taiwan land area until involved in a subsequent move out of it (Op 12)? 

A40. Correct. 

Q41. If the US player INTERCEPTS one of the allowed interceptable ops, does it count as his op for that turn? That is, Chinese player does LR raid, US intercepts, Chinese resolves raid. Skip to next Chinese op, as the US used his up intercepting.
 
A41. Yes. 

Q42. If the PRC are already on Taiwan by way of an air assault, and they move ground units up to Taiwan with their navy, can they use option 13 to move their navy (including the carried ground units) to Taiwan? In which case they can then attack with all operating units and all units already on Taiwan? If that is true, does that mean that option 19 (amphib invasion) is only required against a currently uncontested location? 

A42. Rule 10.0’s second sentence reads: "Combat is mandatory when conducting: 1) a first-ashore amphibious invasion..." That means the first time a land unit moves from the sea to land area and is therefore "first ashore." So Op 19 is required for any initial landing. (Think of Normandy. Para's landed some hours before and secured their objectives, but the invasion force still had to fight it's way ashore against heavy opposition.)

Q43. How is neutrality violated? Does it take an attack against that neutral country’s units? Or can neutrality be violated by over-flight of LR aircraft? 

A43. In general, it requires attack to violate neutrality, though movement stipulations are scattered throughout rule 7.0 and you should carefully review those sections. Also 3.5, “Control,” which says: "The control status of the various land areas on the map has bearing on determining the winner of the game (see section 4.0), as well as determining which side’s forces can make use of the base facilities (if any) located within them (see section 7.0)." 

There are no prohibitions about over-flight. In practical terms that’s because this is an area-movement game. We've dispensed with the hex grid that would require many additional rules. In return, things can be a bit imprecise as to where and how movement happens. 

Q44. Can US or Chinese units IN THE KOREAS be attacked (by air or naval units) prior to the outbreak of a Korean War? 

A44. No. 

Q45. If all land units mutually eliminate each other in battle. Result: neutrality. It does NOT revert back to the original controller, even though while contested a base is still usable by the prior controller. And so you could not air transport into such an aero-naval space after it reverted to neutrality, as you aren't contesting it or controlling it. 

A45. Correct, if they eliminated each other in simultaneous GROUND battle. 

Q46. So, if the PRC captures Taiwan and then, on a subsequent turn, all PRC land units on Taiwan are destroyed, Taiwan turns neutral? Or would it return to US control? 

A46. It would remain in PRC control. The key to this is the statement in 3.5 that: "A land area is contested if both sides simultaneously have one or more GROUND units there." So an attack by air or naval doesn't contest. It takes the guys on foot to change the flag over an objective! 

Q47. I understand that "Land Areas Susceptible to Amphibious Invasion" are to be considered as Bases for purposes of movement. But I can't find any reference in the rules to this effect. 

A47 Check the mapsheet. “Land Areas Susceptible to Amphibious Invasion” are clearly indicated with ship icons, while “Aero-Naval Bases” are indicated by “ports,” meaning they can repair CVNs and/or accommodate air units. 

Q48 Regarding "Protected Ship Status," do ships in Bases (Ports) continue to receive that protective benefit? By the rules, as written, I'd say yes, but it does strike me as strange and counter-intuitive... (But then maybe offset by the +1 bonus for attacking "land-bound" naval units.) 

A48. Yes, they do. 'Counterintuitive' or not, cruisers destroyers and other escorts are known, nowadays, to be capable of active air and other defense, even while at anchor. 

Q49. North Korea is considered "Bi-coastal". The rules don't mention it, but it seems like South Korea would be "bi-coastal" as well, or is the South Korean port considered to straddle the Yellow Sea and the Sea of Japan? (Or is the North Korean "bi-coastal" rule a special rule specific to North Korea only?) 

A49. Only North Korea. South Korea has major naval bases positioned to easily enter either sea, without possible interdiction by NK navy. 

Q50. Is taking action #1, even though the Russian units themselves are not taking a action (moving or attacking), to be considered "the first time"? In other words every time Russian units move or attack, a die roll is made to end the game? Or do the Russian units get one "free" move or attack that does not require a die roll to end the game? 

A50. Consider the first action actually involving Russian units to be the 'free' action, NOT the PRC use of Op 1. After the first 'free' action, roll the die each and every time. 

Q51. How many actions or ops does the Chinese and US player take per turn? Is it dependent on a random die roll or some other game mechanic I have overlooked?

A51. Normally one Op per turn per player.  There is a Random Event, though,  which allows the rolling player to take a second Op in a row. Note that this does not allow a second Random Event Pre-Check attempt. 

Q52. For "protected units," let's say the US has two SAG and one Amph unit (protected) in a zone. The PRC player attacks with only two units. Can one of the PRC units attack the two SAGs while the other attacks the Amph? 

A52. No, each protective SAG must be individually attacked, by one or more PRC unit. 

Q53. The PRC player attacks US ship "A" with his plane "A," and US ship "B" with PRC plane "B." When the simultaneous combat is resolved, does the US player have to attack PRC plane "A" with his ship "A" or can either (or both) US ships attack PRC plane "B"? 

A53. Either or both or none. The only stricture is the “protected” rule, which does not apply to aircraft.

Q54. How can one unit attack two units in this game? I don't think it is possible, whether screening is an issue or not. One unit always attacks one unit, right?

A54. Right, and two (or more) units can attack one unit. But all protective targets must be attacked by at least one unit before any protected targets are attacked.

Q55 When there are no actual ground units in Korea, ground unit losses on the Korea Table should be ignored, correct?

A55. Correct. 

Q56. The rules say that if only one side has units left in Korea, Op 11 can still be run, but if neither side has units left, then Op 11 can't be attempted again until someone moves in units . The implication is that a player can't run Op 11 unless he has units in Korea, but that is never explicitly stated. Is that the case? Is the intention that a player must have Ground units in Korea in order to conduct Op 11? 

A56. No. There are always ground units there not represented by actual units. The idea is, some level of offensive operations will continue - be they defensive or offensive - by both sides until either a) both sides are exhausted (as happened by summer 1950) or b) one side wins. When the situation you describe occurs - neither side has ground units - then neither side has sufficient reserves to initiate operations of strategic scale. 

Q57. Can Russian LR aircraft fly over China on the way to a target (in order to avoid interception)? 

A57. Yes. But they may not necessarily avoid interception. If there are CVNs in the Yellow Sea these can intercept over northern China, for example. 

Q58. Can the US B-2s be rebased to South Korea (to provide the extra Ground combat factors for the Korea table)? 

A58. No. They always base off-map. 

Q59. Can the Chinese airborne/ heliborne units ever move other than conducting an Op 4 assault on Taiwan or moving to North Korea via Op 3? If so, then can they move again by sea like other light ground units after conducting the Op 4 assault? (They would've been handy for snagging Okinawa, but the "Special Move" instead of "At Sea" on the backs made me hesitate.) 

A59. They are considered light units and are eligible to move as such. 

Q60. China captures Taiwan and has ground units there. US ground units invade amphibiously, and everybody on both sides dies in the initial battle. Does China retain control, or is the area considered to be contested the instant the US Ground units invade? 

A60. From rule 3.5: "A contested or enemy controlled land area comes under your control the instant your side is the only one to have one or more ground units within it" and "A land area is contested if both sides simultaneously have one or more ground units there." Nations become neutral by Event. So Taiwan would be PRC controlled to the instant of U.S. invasion, contested until the instant both sides die, at which point (in this example) it reverts to control of China.

Q61. So, in Korea, either player can still conduct Op 11 at any time (as long as the war's been initiated and hasn't yet been resolved) regardless of whether he has any actual counters in Korea, correct? 

A61. Sure, but if NEITHER player has counters, he can only roll a 'stalemate,' one that costs the other side nothing (having no available counters). What would be the point?

Q62. How do ships move from the Off Map base to the base. 

A62. Last paragraph of 3.5 contains the sentences: "The US Off-Map Bases holding box is considered a land area that directly borders on the sea zones along the entire east edge of the map. Note that it is entirely unreachable by Chinese forces during the course of the game." So the answer is, U.S./Allied forces in Holding Box enter along the east edge of the map. 

Q63. Can the Chinese Air Force in Central China hit an American Fleet in the Yellow Sea? Are they considered adjacent? 

A63. No and no.

Q64. Suppose the US player has a damaged CVN and three subs in one sea zone. Can the US move the CVN into one sea zone and the subs into another sea zone using only ONE Ops - #14? Or does he have to use one Ops to move the CVN and another Ops to move the subs? 

A64. He has to use one op to move the CVN and a separate op to move the subs.

Q65. Can air units attack diagonally directly from Central China to the South China Sea? 

A65. No. 

Q66. If China takes Taiwan, can the Taiwanese air and naval units emergency rebase somewhere else? 

A66. No – Taiwan and all its units are eliminated from the game if that happens.

Q67. If ground unit losses are called for on the Korean War resolution table, and there are no ground units available, are the losses ignored? Or must other units substitute? It seems as if only units actually stationed in Korea are vulnerable to loss on that table, which means that both sides can fight the war from long distance with zero risk: the Chinese keeping troops and aircraft in N. China, and the US keeping troops and planes in Japan. That way, they still generate DRMs on the table, but they aren't in danger. 

A67. Ignore ground loss if no ground units are available to take the loss. 

Q68. Seems to me that both sides should have to risk their forces if they want those precious DRMs. 

A68. They do, only the West risks more. Don't forget - the Communist side strikes first and that conveys a certain momentum. 

Q69. Is there any way for the US to stop the Chinese from casually and automatically taking the Spratleys? It doesn't seem as if there is, since there's no base there. 

A69. The positioning and early maneuvers of US forces is absolutely critical. There is a position that gives a very good chance of blocking a Spratleys move, or at least preventing loss of Taiwan AND the Spratleys. I'll leave it to you to discover what that position is, though very good hints are given in the strategy document up above. And don't forget - the Spratleys are the only place the US player can invade first, as it's not a country. The PRC must either make serious effort in that direction at the start of the game or he probably loses any chance of getting there. 

Q70. Can Chinese subs also bypass US subs and just fire on the US carriers at will, once the other escorting US planes and DDs are covered? Since the "ignorable" subs make up such a large percentage of the US force pool, it seems it's going to be very tough to protect the CV's. 

A70. Yes, subs can bypass so long as all SAGs/CVLs are first engaged. US 'escorting planes' aren’t protective forces and can be ignored. As far as difficulty, again it's a question of tactical formations, operations, and correct coordination of all arms. There are 10 SAGs to begin with on the Allied side on the map, quite enough to provide very significant protection if one carefully thinks things through. It's necessary to determine whether the PRC player is going for Taiwan first or is after the Allied fleet. He can only effectively do one thing at a time mostly. 

Q71. Both sides risk the same thing: namely nothing, as long as they keep their distance. 

A71. They risk defeat if they have insufficient DRMs. This requires ground units. The West is getting hit first most of the time. This plus the Korean Resolution table means higher loss, especially in ground units. Korea is a stiff fight! 

Q72. Sorry for my confusion, but in other words, to fight the Korean War most intelligently, fight from either N. China, or Japan and never set foot in Korea. Is that correct? 

A72. Not really. The best anti-ground factors are in the ground units themselves. Most air units only have a '1' anti-ground factor, whereas ground units typically have a '3', '4', or even '5'. Hard to win without them.

Q73. If the US player draws a Heavy Ground unit as reinforcement, how does it get into action? (There are two not initially deployed during setup; one armour and one mechanized infantry.) It can't be airlifted under Op.7 (which is for light units only). The only US Amph ship starts off in the Off-Map box. In this game one of the early US reinforcements was one of the two available Heavy Ground units, which the Amph ship hauled over to the action. Later, the second heavy unit came up as a reinforcement. How to get this second unit into the fray? None of the Ops (as they stand if I read them correctly) allow for a ship (the Amph ships in this case) to travel from a Sea Zone to the Off-Map box - although it could be argued that Op.14 could let a ship travel from the North Pacific or Central Pacific to the Off-Map box. Surely I'm not the first player to experience this as a conundrum? The two solutions that suggest themselves to me is to permit the Amph ship to travel to the Off-Map box as above (interpreting Op.14) to collect the new Heavy Ground unit (although this would use a hell of a lots of Ops to do so and very likely not be worth the effort). ...or... permit a Heavy Ground unit to be airlifted under Op.7 when and only when it starts off in the Off-Map box. 

A73. Use Op 14 to allow an Amph unit to go into the box to pick up the heavy unit.

Q74. Random Event 55/56: Peace Feelers. This prohibits "any kind of attack" as the following action by the player that rolled it. We assumed this also prevented that player from choosing Op.11 and attempting to resolve the Korean War (thematically, a temporary ceasefire). Is this the intended interpretation, or should the Korean War be free to grind on while the major protagonists debate things at the UN? 

A74. The prohibition against "any kind of attack" means just that: no attacking – anywhere in anyway – including in Korea.
End of File

